Intelligence is associated with criminal justice processing: Arrest through incarceration☆
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A B S T R A C T

Findings flowing from empirical research consistently indicate that IQ is associated with criminal involvement, with persons of relatively lower IQ being more likely to engage in various types of crime when compared with persons of relatively higher IQ. As with all research, however, there are a number of limitations with the existing literature that may bias the IQ–crime connection in unknown ways. Specifically, previous research has generally analyzed sub-samples drawn from non-nationally representative samples, has relied on a narrow range of criminal justice measures, has not fully examined whether the IQ–crime link is observed across demographic subgroups, and has not always ruled out the effects of potential confounds. The current study is designed to overcome the most serious of these limitations and offer new evidence of the link between IQ and criminal involvement. Analysis of data drawn from the National Longitudinal Study of Adolescent Health (Add Health) provides strong evidence indicating that IQ and crime are linked even after addressing various shortcomings of previous research. Limitations of the study are discussed and directions for future research are offered.

© 2013 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Criminal behavior is a relatively common occurrence in the US with crime rates hovering around 3345 per 100,000 persons during the past 5 years or so (Federal Bureau of Investigation, 2010). Even though crime has been on a downward trend recently, rates of crime in the US far exceed those of virtually every other industrialized country. Annually, nearly 20 out of every 1000 US citizens are victims of some type of crime and nearly 5 out of every 1000 are victims of a serious violent physical offense (Bureau of Justice Statistics, 2011). Besides the physical and emotional trauma that can result from criminal victimizations, there is also a tremendous financial toll that is shouldered by taxpayers. A recent analysis revealed, for instance, that each murder can cost the US approximately $17.25 million with some estimates reaching $24 million per murder (DeLisi et al., 2010). While murder has the highest associated costs, other violent crimes such as rape/sexual assault ($240,776 per offense), aggravated assault ($107,020 per offense), and robbery ($42,310 per offense) also have...
extremely high per offense costs (McCullister, French, & Fang, 2010). Overall, studies suggest that the annual cost of all crime in the United States likely exceeds $1 trillion (Anderson, 1999). Given the serious implications that result from crimes—especially serious violent crimes—there has been a significant amount of research devoted to developing prevention and intervention programs that can reduce criminal involvement. Much of this effort has been by etiological research that attempts to uncover the causes of crime. Although a wide range of criminogenic factors have been identified that span multiple levels of measurement (Beaver & Wright, 2011), individual-level factors have emerged as some of the strongest and most consistent predictors of crime and other types of antisocial behaviors (Denno, 1990; Farrington, 1997; Herrenkohl et al., 2000).

Of all the individual-level factors that have been shown to be associated with crime, IQ has surfaced as one of the more commonsensical and often cited factors (Neisser et al., 1996). All else equal, persons who score relatively low on IQ tests are significantly more likely to have been arrested for an official crime, to self-report involvement in criminal behavior, and to also hold and endorse pro-criminal attitudes and values when compared with persons who score relatively higher on IQ tests (Gabrielli & Mednick, 1980; Hirschi & Hindelang, 1977; Lynam, Moffitt, & Stouthamer-Loeber, 1993; McNulty, Bellair, & Watts, 2013; Moffitt, Caspi, Silva, & Stouthamer-Loeber, 1995; Moffitt, Gabrielli, Mednick, & Schulsinger, 1981). These associations are generally considered robust as they have been detected across a wealth of heterogeneous samples, using different measures of IQ, employing various methodological approaches, and analyzing the association with unique units of analysis (Diamond, Morris, & Barnes, 2012; Fergusson, Horwood, & Ridder, 2005; Levine, 2011; Moffitt & Silva, 1988). There are, however, a number of limitations with the existing literature that must be addressed in order to establish more convincingly that IQ is a criminogenic risk factor. Below, we identify and briefly discuss five of the more pressing shortcomings with the existing literature examining the IQ–crime nexus.

First, most of the samples that have been analyzed to test for the association between IQ and crime consist of prison inmates, psychiatric patients, sex offenders, or other non-nationally representative groups of people (Diamond et al., 2012; Guay, Ouimet, & Proulx, 2005; Hanson, Scott, & Steffy, 1997; Holland, Beckett, & Levi, 1981; Holland & Holt, 1975). The main exception to this rule, however, is the National Longitudinal Survey of Youth (NLSY) which consists of a nationally representative sample of males and females (McNulty et al., 2013). These data were analyzed by Herrnstein and Murray (1994) who detected a significant inverse association between IQ scores and criminal involvement (but see Cullen, Gendreau, Jarjoura, & Wright, 1997). Importantly, the NLSY79 data are somewhat outdated and the findings that were generated with this sample may not necessarily generalize to youth who were raised in the 1990s or 2000s. Without evidence generated from contemporary, nationally representative samples, it is difficult to establish whether IQ is (or remains) associated with criminal involvement in the general population during current times.

Second, the measurement of criminal involvement in most studies frequently relies on either official measures of arrest and conviction or self-reports that measure the frequency with which the respondent engaged in criminal behavior. While both types of measurement strategies have been shown to be relatively valid and reliable (Brame, Fagan, Piquero, Schubert, & Steinberg, 2004; Krohn, Lizotte, Phillips, Thornberry, & Bell, 2011; Thornberry & Krohn, 2000), they are also both host to a number of limitations. For example, official crime reports only capture those crimes that led to the arrest and conviction of the criminal. Given that most crimes go undetected or unsolved by law enforcement (Booth, Johnson, & Choldin, 1977; Hindelang, Hirschi, & Weis, 1981; O’Brien, Shichor, & Decker, 1980), it is possible that IQ is associated with detection of criminal behaviors, but not the actual etiology of crime (Fischer et al., 1996; Herrnstein & Murray, 1994; but see Moffitt & Silva, 1988). Self-report surveys, in contrast, are host to reporting bias whereby subjects either intentionally or unintentionally misstate the number of crimes that they have committed over the examined time period (Krohn et al., 2011; Morris & Slocum, 2010). If IQ scores are systematically linked to reporting bias, then studies that use self-reports to measure the frequency of criminal involvement may produce biased results. An alternative to these two approaches is to use self-reports to measure contact with the criminal justice system. With this type of measurement, subjects are asked to report on whether they had been arrested, convicted, and/or incarcerated for any type of crime. By using this approach, it is possible to try to isolate the effects of IQ on being processed through the criminal justice system; an event that is unlikely to be misremembered or forgotten. Herrnstein and Murray (1994) used this measurement strategy, but their research is one of the key exceptions to the general rule of using either self-reports or official data. As a result, the IQ–crime association may be affected in unknown ways because of the measurement strategies that are typically used. More research using alternative measures of criminal involvement is needed to address this possibility.

The third main limitation with the existing literature is the failure to examine thoroughly whether the IQ–crime link is observed across race/gender subcategories. Both IQ and criminal involvement are known to vary significantly across races and between males and females (Bell, Willson, Wilman, Dave, & Silverstone, 2006; Federal Bureau of Investigation, 2003; Halpert & LaMay, 2000; Lauritsen, Heimer, & Lynch, 2009; Lynn, 2010; Rushton & Jensen, 2010). In respect to race, African Americans, for example, have IQ scores that are, on average, about 1 standard deviation below the IQ scores of Caucasians (Gottfredson, 2004; Rowe, 1994). At the same time, although African Americans make-up only about 13.6% of the population, they account for approximately 38% of inmates housed in federal and state prisons (Rastogi, Johnson, Hoefel, & Drewery, 2011; Sabol, West, & Cooper, 2009). With respect to gender, empirical evidence has revealed that males and females differ in IQ scores, and that these differences emerge primarily in relation to verbal IQ scores and spatial IQ scores, with females scoring higher on the former and males scoring higher on the latter (Hyde & Linn, 1988; Voyer, Voyer, & Bryden, 1995). There are also tremendous differences in arrest rates between males and females, where male arrest rates are approximately 15 times higher than female arrest rates (Sabol et al., 2009). This male–female difference in arrest is most pronounced for serious violent offenses. What is interesting is that even though IQ and crime stratify by race and gender, there has been a paucity of research that examines the race/gender subcategories to determine whether the IQ–crime
nexus is observed across them. Typically, race and gender are either held constant through statistical controls or by analyzing African Americans and Caucasians separately (and frequently only males are included in these analyses). Whether IQ is associated with criminal involvement across differing combinations of race/gender (i.e., African-American males, African-American females, Caucasian males and Caucasian females) or not remains undetermined at this point.

Fourth, existing research generally fails to isolate the effects of IQ on crime from the effects of other higher-order cognitive processes, especially executive functions. There is now a well-established knowledge base indicating that executive functions, such as self-regulation, are among the strongest and most consistent predictors of criminal behaviors (Ogilvie, Stewart, Chan, & Shum, 2011). Moreover, variation in executive functions has also been found to be inextricably tied to variation in IQ scores (Ardila, Pineda, & Rosselli, 2000; Ogilvie et al., 2011). The major problem, however, is that most studies estimating the association between IQ and crime fail to account for executive functions, making it quite possible that IQ scores are simply proxy measures for other higher-order cognitive processes. Given that studies have generally failed to isolate the effects of IQ from the effects of executive functions, it is difficult to determine the true effect that IQ has on criminal behavior independent of the effects of executive functions that are linked to antisocial behaviors, such as self-regulation and self-control.

Fifth, virtually nothing is known about whether IQ is associated with being processed through the criminal justice system. The criminal justice system employs a highly selective gating process, wherein suspects must be arrested, then prosecuted, then convicted, and finally sentenced. At each stage of the gating process, various factors have been found to be associated with increased (or decreased) odds of being funneled through the system. Some of these factors are directly related to the nature of the crime, such as the seriousness of the crime (Reitz, 2011). Other factors, which have no direct application to the crime, have also been found to be associated with being processed through the criminal justice system. These factors are largely referred to as “extra-legal” factors and include attributes such as race, gender, and age (Beaver, DeLisi, Mears, & Stewart, 2009). The possibility exists that IQ may be an extra-legal factor and, as a result, part of the IQ effect on crime may have more to do with the suspect’s IQ than their actual criminal behavior. To date, however, no study has fully examined this possibility, leaving virtually nothing known about the possibility that IQ acts as an extra-legal factor.

Taken together, these limitations evident in the existing literature make it difficult to provide an unbiased estimate of the true nature of the association between IQ and criminal involvement. While most studies are not host to all of these limitations, to our knowledge no study has attempted to address all of them simultaneously. The current study is designed to deal with all of the limitations described above to provide a more accurate estimation of the effect that IQ has on criminal behavior.

2. Methods

2.1. Data

Data for this study were drawn from the National Longitudinal Study of Adolescent Health (Add Health; Harris, 2009). Detailed information about the data, including the sampling design, has been published previously (Harris, Halpern, Smolen, & Haberstick, 2006; Harris et al., 2003; Resnick et al., 1997). Briefly, the Add Health is a nationally representative and prospective sample of American youths. Subjects have been assessed at four different time points. The first wave of data was collected in 1994–1995 when approximately 90,000 adolescents completed a self-report survey at school. Follow-up surveys were administered to a subsample of 20,745 respondents to collect more detailed information when the respondents were between the ages of 12 and 21. Nearly one-and-a-half years later, when the respondents were 13 to 22 years of age, the second round of interviews were completed with 14,738 youths. Then, in 2001–2002 when the respondents were young adults (ages ranged from 18 to 28), the third wave of data was collected from 15,197 participants. Finally, the fourth wave of interviews was conducted in 2007–2008 when the 15,701 respondents were 24–32 years old. In total, 80% of all wave 1 respondents who were eligible for inclusion in the sample at wave 4 were successfully re-interviewed. Overall, the data span about thirteen years of adolescent and adulthood development (Harris et al., 2003).

3. Measures

3.1. Intelligence (IQ)

IQ was assessed in the current study by using scores from the Peabody Vocabulary Test (PVT). The PVT is an abbreviated version of the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test — Revised (PPVT), a standardized assessment designed to measure variation in verbal skills and receptive vocabulary. The PVT has been used previously as a measure of IQ (Beaver & Wright, 2011; Rowe, Jacobson, & Van den Oord, 1999). The PVT was administered to respondents during wave 1 interviews and again during wave 3 interviews. The wave-to-wave correlations between the two measures were relatively large and statistically significant for both males (r = .571, p < .001) and females (r = .598, p < .001). To help reduce attenuation due to measurement error and to create a more reliable and valid measure of IQ, the two PVT scores were summed together and averaged to create a composite IQ score. Table 1 presents the descriptive statistics for the measure of IQ for males and females by race.

3.2. Criminal justice processing

During wave 4 interviews, participants were asked questions about their contact with the criminal justice system. From these items, three different measures of criminal justice processing were employed in the current study. First, subjects were asked whether they had ever been arrested (0 = no, 1 = yes). Second, subjects were asked whether they had ever spent time in a jail, prison, juvenile detention center, or other correctional facility (0 = no, 1 = yes). Third, we combined these two items to create a measure that indicates whether the respondent had been incarcerated if they had been arrested (0 = no, 1 = yes). This latter measure is used as a way of examining whether IQ can differentiate between arrestees who were incarcerated and arrestees who were not incarcerated. Importantly, all participants who had not been arrested were...
coded as missing for the last variable, thus allowing for an estimation of the IQ–incarceration association only for those who had been arrested. **Table 1** contains the descriptive statistics for the criminal justice processing measures for males and females.

### 3.3. Control variables

Four control variables/scales were included in the analyses. First, age was a continuous variable measured in years. Second, race was a dichotomous dummy variable (0 = Black, 1 = White); respondents who were a race other than Caucasian or African American were removed from the final analytical sample. Third, a low self-control scale was included in the statistical equations. This scale, which has been used previously (Beaver, DeLisi, Vaughn, & Wright, 2010; Mears, Cochran, & Beaver, in press), was created from wave 1 data, includes a total of twenty-three items, and was used as a measure of executive functioning (Beaver, Wright, & DeLisi, 2007). Fourth, a lifetime delinquency scale was created by using self-reported data about involvement in acts of violent and serious delinquency at all four waves of data collection. Because 30.8% of cases were missing information for the low self-control scale and 58.2% were missing information on the delinquency scale, missing values for these two scales were imputed with the mean in order to preserve sample sizes for the multivariate analyses. Additional analyses using different imputation algorithms, such as full-information-maximum-likelihood (FIML), produced the same pattern of results when estimated using AMOS. Omitting these scales from the analyses also failed to significantly affect the association between IQ and the criminal justice processing outcome measures, indicating that the imputation procedure did not influence the substantive findings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Males</th>
<th>Females</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Black</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean (n) SD (%)</td>
<td>Mean (n) SD (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Intelligence</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Arrest</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>104.01 (743) 50.0 (30.4)</td>
<td>102.66 (447) 56.5 (30.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>104.01 (743) 50.0 (30.4)</td>
<td>102.66 (447) 56.5 (30.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Incarcerated</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>105.0 (467) 56.5 (30.4)</td>
<td>103.34 (467) 56.5 (30.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>105.0 (467) 56.5 (30.4)</td>
<td>103.34 (467) 56.5 (30.4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4. Plan of analysis

The analysis for this study was conducted in a series of steps. First, the association between IQ scores and the probability of being arrested, the probability of being incarcerated, and the probability of being incarcerated if arrested was examined by estimating multivariate binary logistic regression models. All of the statistical models included covariates for the requisite control variables/scales described previously. To facilitate interpretation of the effect sizes, the predicted probabilities of being arrested, of being incarcerated, and of being incarcerated if arrested were plotted against IQ scores. Second, given that there are significant male–female differences in criminal involvement all of the models were estimated separately for males and females. Third, because both contact with the criminal justice system and IQ scores have been shown to differ significantly between Caucasians and African Americans, additional analyses were estimated to examine whether any association between IQ and contact with the criminal justice system was detected within racial categories.

### 5. Results

The analysis for this study began by estimating the association between IQ scores and the probabilities of being arrested, incarcerated, and incarcerated if arrested for males. The findings are presented in **Fig. 1**, and the parameter estimates are included in the legend of the figure. The results revealed a statistically significant negative association between

---

1 We realize that this measure of self-control does not capture all of the variation that exists with executive functioning. However, we follow the lead of a large body of criminological research revealing that measures of self-control represent some of the strongest and most consistent predictors of criminal involvement (Pratt & Cullen, 2000) and that these measures should be viewed as measures of executive functioning (Beaver et al., 2007). Nonetheless, we caution against viewing this scale as explaining all of the variation in the criminal justice outcome measures that is attributable to executive functioning.

2 An alternative to estimating the models separately by race/gender would have been to estimate the models with a multiplicative interaction term. However, when estimating non-linear models such as logistic regression, the coefficient estimate for a multiplicative interaction term can be misleading and requires additional calculation to achieve an interpretable value. Ai and Norton (2003, p. 124) summarize the problem succinctly: “…the interaction effect is conditional on the independent variables, unlike the interaction effect in linear models...the interaction effect may have different signs for different values of covariates. Therefore, the sign of [the interaction effect] does not necessarily indicate the sign of the interaction effect.” There are various approaches to circumvent or account for these estimation difficulties. One approach—the one we follow—is to estimate split-sample models and assess individual covariates independently across subsamples.
IQ scores and the probability of being arrested even after correcting for the effects of age, low self-control and lifetime delinquency. Importantly, the coefficients for race, low self-control, and lifetime delinquency were also statistically significant. Very similar results were garnered when examining the link between IQ and the odds of being incarcerated. Once again, IQ scores significantly predicted the odds of being incarcerated even after adjusting for the statistically significant effects of race, low self-control, and lifetime delinquency (age was included as a covariate, but it was not statistically significant). Last, the effects of IQ on the odds of being incarcerated if arrested were estimated. The binary logistic regression equation indicated a statistically significant association between IQ scores and the odds of being incarcerated if arrested as well as significant associations between the odds of being incarcerated and low self-control and lifetime delinquency.

To facilitate the interpretation of the ORs for IQ, the predicted probabilities of being arrested, incarcerated, and incarcerated if arrested were plotted across IQ scores for males. As can be seen in Fig. 1, the odds of all three criminal justice outcomes decrease significantly as IQ scores increase. To put these findings in perspective, the probability of being arrested for respondents with the lowest IQ scores was .562, while the probability of being arrested for respondents with the highest IQ scores was .344. These effects are even more pronounced when examining incarceration, where the odds of being incarcerated for respondents with the lowest IQ scores was .439, while the odds of being incarcerated for respondents with the highest IQ scores was .153. Similarly, the odds of being incarcerated if arrested for respondents with the lowest IQ scores was .835, while the odds of being incarcerated if arrested for respondents with the highest IQ scores was .427.

Next, binary logistic regression models were estimated to examine whether the association between IQ and criminal justice outcomes was observed for Black males, the results of which are included in the legend of Fig. 2. Consistent with the results that were generated for all males, IQ was related to the odds of being arrested and so was lifetime delinquency. The model employing incarceration as the outcome measure revealed a similar pattern of findings, wherein IQ was a statistically significant predictor of the odds of being incarcerated irrespective of age, low self-control, and lifetime delinquency. Once again, the association between lifetime delinquency and incarceration was statistically significant. Last, IQ was found to be predictive of the odds of being incarcerated if arrested after including covariates for age, low self-control, and lifetime delinquency.

The predicted probabilities of being arrested, incarcerated, and incarcerated if arrested are plotted for Black males in Fig. 2. Across all three criminal justice outcome measures, the predicted probabilities decrease as IQ scores increase. For example, the predicted probabilities of being arrested, incarcerated, and incarcerated if arrested were .628, .433, and .778, respectively, for Black males who have the lowest IQs. For Black males with
the highest IQs, the predicted probabilities of arrest, incarceration, and incarceration if arrested were .396, .217, and .536, respectively.

The results thus far indicate a relatively consistent association between IQ scores and the odds of arrest and incarceration for all males and for Black males. The three logistic regression models presented in Fig. 3 examine the link between IQ and criminal justice outcomes for White males. First, IQ maintained a negative and statistically significant effect with the odds of being arrested and so too did low self-control and lifetime delinquency. Second, IQ, low self-control, and lifetime delinquency were related to the odds of being incarcerated. Third, and consistent with the previous models, IQ, low self-control, and lifetime delinquency all had statistically significant and negative effects on the odds of being incarcerated if arrested.

The predicted probabilities of being arrested, incarcerated, and incarcerated if arrested for White males are plotted against IQ scores in Fig. 3. As can be seen, there is a negative association between IQ scores and the criminal justice outcome measures, indicating that as IQ scores increase the odds of being arrested or incarcerated decrease. To illustrate, White males with the lowest IQ scores had predicted probabilities of .536, .461, and .870 for being arrested, incarcerated, and incarcerated if arrested, respectively. In contrast, the predicted probabilities for White males with the highest IQ scores were .332, .136, and .399 for being arrested, incarcerated, and incarcerated if arrested.

The previous analyses revealed that IQ is related to the probability of being arrested and incarcerated for males, for Black males, and for White males. The following analyses examine the potential association between IQ and criminal justice outcomes for females, Black females, and White females. Fig. 4 presents the results generated from the full sample of females. Consistent with the results for males, the results of the binary logistic regression models revealed a statistically significant and negative association between IQ scores and the probability of being arrested once the effects of age, race, low self-control, and lifetime delinquency had been removed. It is important to point out that the effects of low self-control and lifetime delinquency were also significantly associated with the probability of being arrested. A similar pattern of results emerged when examining the link between IQ scores and the odds of being incarcerated. Specifically, IQ, low self-control, and lifetime delinquency were significantly associated with the probability of being incarcerated for females even after adjusting for the effects of age and race. Moreover, a significant association between IQ scores and the probability of being incarcerated if arrested was also detected. The only other covariate to reach statistical significance in this model was lifetime delinquency.

The predicted probabilities of being arrested, incarcerated, and incarcerated if arrested for females were plotted against IQ scores in Fig. 4. These line graphs demonstrate that IQ scores and the criminal justice outcome measures are inversely related, where the probabilities of being arrested and incarcerated decrease as IQ scores increase. For example, females with the lowest IQ scores had a predicted probability of being arrested, incarcerated, and incarcerated if arrested.

**Fig. 2.** Predicted probabilities of arrest and incarceration for Black males as a function of IQ scores. Notes: Coefficients for arrested (N = 1041): IQ: OR = .989, 95% CI for OR = .980–.997, p < .05; Age: OR = 1.045, 95% CI for OR = .974–1.123, p > .05; Low self-control: OR = 1.005, 95% CI for OR = .987–1.023, p > .05; Lifetime delinquency: OR = 1.101, 95% CI for OR = 1.066–1.137, p < .05. Coefficients for incarcerated (N = 1070): IQ: OR = .988, 95% CI for OR = .979–.997, p < .05; Age: OR = 1.022, 95% CI for OR = .946–1.104, p < .05; Low self-control: OR = 1.003, 95% CI for OR = .984–1.023, p > .05; Lifetime delinquency: OR = 1.075, 95% CI for OR = 1.047–1.103, p < .05. Coefficients for incarcerated if arrested (N = 491): IQ: OR = .987, 95% CI for OR = .974–.999, p < .05; Age: OR = .975, 95% CI for OR = .880–1.081, p > .05; Low self-control: OR = .998, 95% CI for OR = .973–1.025, p > .05; Lifetime delinquency: OR = 1.041, 95% CI for OR = 1.004–1.079, p < .05. Predicted probabilities were estimated with all other covariates set to their means.
arrested of .360, a predicted probability of being incarcerated of .223, and a predicted probability of being incarcerated if arrested of .675. In contrast, females with the highest IQ scores had a predicted probability of being arrested of .108, a predicted probability of being incarcerated of .040, and a predicted probability of being incarcerated if arrested of .362.

In order to determine whether the link between IQ scores and criminal justice outcomes is observed for both Black and White females, the previous analyses were re-estimated separately for Black females and White females. These analyses begin with the results for Black females and the results are presented in Fig. 5. As can be seen, the results indicate a statistically significant association between IQ scores and the odds of being arrested after adjusting for the statistically significant effects of low self-control, and lifetime delinquency. Age was also included as a covariate, but was not significantly related to the odds of being arrested. A statistically significant association between IQ scores and the probability of being incarcerated was also detected and once again low self-control and lifetime delinquency emerged as statistically significant. For the models examining the odds of being incarcerated if arrested, there was not a statistically significant association between IQ scores and the probability of being incarcerated if arrested, but there was a statistically significant association between lifetime delinquency and the odds of being incarcerated if arrested.

Fig. 5 portrays the predicted probabilities of being arrested, incarcerated, and incarcerated if arrested across the full range of IQ scores for Black females. Keep in mind that the link between IQ scores and the odds of being incarcerated if arrested was not statistically significant (p = .093). This figure reveals a negative association between IQ scores and the predicted probabilities for all three of the criminal justice outcome measures. To illustrate, for Black females with the lowest IQ scores, the predicted probability of being arrested was .392, the predicted probability of being incarcerated was .237, and the predicted probability of being incarcerated if arrested was .684. For Black females with the highest IQ scores, the predicted probability of being arrested was .120, the predicted probability of being incarcerated was .237, and the predicted probability of being incarcerated if arrested was .307.

The last series of statistical models, which are presented in Fig. 6, examine the association between IQ scores and criminal justice outcomes for White females. Consistent with all of the previous results, the binary logistic regression models indicated a statistically significant and inverse association between IQ scores and the odds of being arrested. Low self-control and lifetime delinquency were also related to the odds of being arrested. The results of the logistic regression models using the incarcerated variable revealed the same pattern of findings, where IQ scores and the probability of being incarcerated were inversely related, while low self-control and lifetime delinquency were positively related to the odds of incarceration. Last, and in line with the results for Black females, there was not a significant association between IQ scores and the probability of being incarcerated if arrested.

Fig. 3. Predicted probabilities of arrest and incarceration for White males as a function of IQ scores. Notes: Coefficients for arrested (N = 3562): IQ: OR = .990, 95% CI for OR = .984–.997, p < .05; Age: OR = .986, 95% CI for OR = .947–1.027, p > .05; Low self-control: OR = 1.038, 95% CI for OR = 1.028–1.047, p < .05; Lifetime delinquency: OR = 1.117, 95% CI for OR = 1.094–1.141, p < .05. Coefficients for incarcerated (N = 3583): IQ: OR = .981, 95% CI for OR = .974–.988, p < .05; Age: OR = 1.004, 95% CI for OR = .956–1.053, p > .05; Low self-control: OR = 1.040, 95% CI for OR = 1.029–1.051, p < .05; Lifetime delinquency: OR = 1.088, 95% CI for OR = 1.067–1.108, p < .05. Coefficients for incarcerated if arrested (N = 1381): IQ: OR = .974, 95% CI for OR = .963–.984, p < .05; Age: OR = 1.028, 95% CI for OR = .965–1.096, p > .05; Low self-control: OR = 1.019, 95% CI for OR = 1.005–1.034, p < .05; Lifetime delinquency: OR 1.048, 95% CI for OR = 1.021–1.075, p < .05. Predicted probabilities were estimated with all other covariates set to their means.
arrested, but there was an association between lifetime delinquency and the odds of being incarcerated if arrested.

Fig. 6 plots the predicted probabilities of being arrested, being incarcerated, and being incarcerated if arrested across IQ scores for White females. Remember that the association between IQ scores and the probability of being incarcerated if arrested was not statistically significant ($p = .151$). A pattern similar to those reported with the other samples emerged, where as IQ scores increase, the probability of being arrested and incarcerated decrease. In particular, White females with the lowest IQ scores had a predicted probability of being arrested of .304, had a predicted probability of being incarcerated of .177, and had a predicted probability of being incarcerated if arrested of .627. White females with the highest IQ scores, in contrast, had a predicted probability of being arrested of .104, had predicted probability of being incarcerated of .004, and had a predicted probability of being incarcerated if arrested of .390.3

6. Discussion

There is a widespread belief that IQ is associated with criminal involvement and the existing empirical evidence seems to support that prevailing view (Walsh, 2011). As was discussed previously, however, there are a number of limitations with studies testing the IQ–crime association and thus perhaps the association is not nearly as strong or robust as is typically assumed. The current study was designed to correct for the key limitations in the extant literature and to examine whether IQ and crime were associated after these shortcomings were addressed. Data from the Add Health study were analyzed and the results are summarized in relation to the five key shortcomings of the existing literature.

First, unlike much of the previous research examining the IQ–crime link (Fergusson et al., 2005; Guay et al., 2005; Hanson et al., 1995; Holland & Holt, 1975; Holland et al., 1981; for an important exception see Herrnstein & Murray, 1994), the current study employed a nationally representative sample of American adolescents. Given that the association was still statistically significant, these findings tend to suggest that the IQ–crime association is generalizable to both clinical/incarcerated and community samples of adolescents and adults. Second, much of the existing literature measures crime either through self-reports or through official crime measures. The current study employed a somewhat different approach and relied on self-reports of being officially processed through the criminal

---

3 We also recalculated all of the statistical models by removing outliers that fell at the lowest end of the IQ measure to check the robustness of the results. The pattern of statistical significance remained identical, but in general the effect sizes increased for the models employing male subjects. As a result, we report the findings generated on the full sample of respondents (without excluding outliers), but are confident that the findings are not being driven by outliers on the IQ measure.
justice system. Despite this somewhat different measurement strategy (but see Herrnstein & Murray, 1994), the findings consistently revealed that IQ scores were related to criminal involvement. Third, relatively little literature has examined the IQ–crime association across various race/gender categories. We examined whether the criminogenic effect of IQ was confined to just one race/gender category or was applicable to all of the subgroups. The results revealed that IQ increased the probability of criminal involvement for most of the race/gender subgroups. The key exceptions were for the equations estimating the effect of IQ on incarceration (if arrested) for Black females and White females, where IQ was unrelated to the probability of being incarcerated. Fourth, unlike prior research that typically fails to control for executive functions, the current study revealed that IQ was associated with criminal involvement even after controlling for the effects of self-control. Fifth, relatively little research has explored the role of IQ on the probability of being processed through the criminal justice system. Fortunately, the Add Health data allowed us to explore the link between IQ and being arrested, being incarcerated, and being incarcerated if arrested. Across all of these outcome measures, the effect of IQ tended to remain a relatively strong and consistent predictor of criminal involvement/criminal justice processing.

Taken together, the results revealed a robust association between IQ and multiple measures of crime even after taking into account the limitations that plague prior research. When combined with previous literature, there is good reason to believe that IQ is related to criminal involvement regardless of the sample analyzed, the measurement of crime, and the inclusion of controls for potentially confounding factors, such as executive functions. There is likely not another individual-level variable that is so consistently associated with crime and other forms of antisocial behaviors than IQ. When viewed in this light, these findings, along with those of the existing literature, tend to suggest that the criminogenic effects of IQ are not a methodological artifact and that research examining the etiology of crime and antisocial behaviors is likely misspecified if a measure of IQ is not included in the statistical models.

Although these findings clearly underscore a link between IQ and crime, the results of the current study provide very little

---

**Fig. 5.** Predicted probabilities of arrest and incarceration for Black females as a function of IQ scores. Notes: Coefficients for arrested (N = 1540): IQ: OR = .985, 95% CI for OR = .977–.994, p < .05; Age: OR = .984, 95% CI for OR = .912–1.062, p > .05; Low self-control: OR = 1.024, 95% CI for OR = 1.005–1.043, p < .05; Lifetime delinquency: OR = 1.171, 95% CI for OR = 1.123–1.220, p < .05. Coefficients for incarcerated (N = 1546): IQ: OR = .981, 95% CI for OR = .969–.993, p < .05; Age: OR = 1.009, 95% CI for OR = .966–1.124, p > .05; Low self-control: OR = 1.034, 95% CI for OR = 1.008–1.061, p < .05; Lifetime delinquency: OR = 1.165, 95% CI for OR = 1.116–1.215, p < .05. Coefficients for incarcerated if arrested (N = 304): IQ: OR = .985, 95% CI for OR = .968–1.003, p > .05; Age: OR = 1.064, 95% CI for OR = .921–1.230, p > .05; Low self-control: OR = 1.019, 95% CI for OR = .985–1.054, p > .05; Lifetime delinquency: OR = 1.080, 95% CI for OR = 1.020–1.143, p < .05. Predicted probabilities were estimated with all other covariates set to their means; the association between IQ and incarceration if arrested is not significant.
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4 It is important to point out that the association between IQ and incarcerated if arrested for females was not as robust as the other associations. Indeed, the association between IQ and incarcerated if arrested was not statistically significant for Black females or for White females, but it was significant in the full sample of females. This pattern of findings suggests that part of the reason for the null association is the result of a lack of statistical power. Future research, however, is needed to more fully explore this possibility and the potential reasons for why IQ and incarceration (if arrested) is not nearly as strong as the associations between IQ and the other criminal justice outcome measures.
detail about the processes that are at play that ultimately account for the IQ–crime linkage. However, it is important to note that the findings are consistent with explanations that focus on detection and demeanor. Recall that all of the statistical models included a control for lifetime self-reported delinquency. Thus, the effects of IQ on being processed through the criminal justice system are above and beyond the effects that IQ has on crime and delinquency in general. While IQ may be a causal factor in producing crime and delinquency, the fact that IQ has on criminal justice processing variables after the effects of self-reported delinquency are removed tends to suggest that IQ may have effects that are the result of differential detection (Feldman, 1977; Hirschi & Hindelang, 1977). In this case, criminals with lower IQ are more likely to be detected by the criminal justice system for any number of different reasons. In addition, IQ may also act as an “extra-legal” variable or IQ may also be related to demeanor, wherein criminals with lower IQ are likely to act in ways that are ultimately responsible for them being processed through the criminal justice system. Unfortunately, the current study was unable to test these different mechanisms, but future research would benefit greatly from exploring the potential explanations for why IQ is associated with criminal justice processing.

Although the findings reported here add additional empirical evidence to the IQ–crime link, there are a number of limitations that need to be addressed by future researchers. First, IQ was assessed only with measures of verbal abilities. It would be interesting to determine whether these findings would have been detected with other measures of IQ, such as spatial IQ. We were unable to explore this possibility because the Add Health data did not include any additional measures of IQ during the first three waves of data collection. Second, the measures of criminal involvement were based on self-reports, not on official crime measures. As a result, it is possible that IQ is related in some systematic way to the admission of being processed through the criminal justice system as opposed to actually being processed through the criminal justice system. While this is possible, previous research has already revealed that IQ is related to official crime measures, so it is unlikely that the entire IQ effect is confounded by truthfulness in responding to questions about criminal justice processing (Walsh, 2003). Third, the Add Health data only span through early adulthood, which leaves open the possibility that the effects reported here may change in some significant way had the data been available throughout the entire life course. Importantly, most criminal offenders who are processed through the criminal justice system typically have their first contact with the criminal justice system in adolescence or early adulthood (Gottfredson & Hirschi, 1990). As a result, it is unlikely that these findings would change appreciably by extending the timeframe to middle- or late-adulthood. Nonetheless, it would be interesting for future researchers to explore this possibility more closely. Fourth, we were unable to establish temporal ordering between IQ and the criminal justice outcome measures given that IQ was

![Fig. 6. Predicted probabilities of arrest and incarceration for White females as a function of IQ scores. Notes: Coefficients for arrested (N = 4170): IQ: OR = .986, 95% CI for OR = .979–.993, p < .05; Age: OR = .990, 95% CI for OR = .941–1.041, p > .05; Low self-control: OR = 1.035, 95% CI for OR = 1.024–1.047, p < .05; Lifetime delinquency: OR = 1.154, 95% CI for OR = 1.116–1.192, p < .05. Coefficients for incarcerated (N = 4178): IQ: OR = .983, 95% CI for OR = .973–.992, p < .05: Age: OR = 1.024, 95% CI for OR = .954–1.099, p > .05; Low self-control: OR = 1.035, 95% CI for OR = 1.020–1.051, p < .05; Lifetime delinquency: OR = 1.149, 95% CI for OR = 1.108–1.191, p < .05. Coefficients for incarcerated if arrested (N = 641): IQ: OR = .990, 95% CI for OR = .976–1.004, p > .05; Age: OR = 1.063, 95% CI for OR = .969–1.167, p > .05; Low self-control: OR = 1.007, 95% CI for OR = .987–1.027, p > .05; Lifetime delinquency: OR = 1.073, 95% CI for OR = 1.019–1.130, p < .05. Predicted probabilities were estimated with all other covariates set to their means; the association between IQ and incarceration if arrested is not significant.](image-url)
measured from wave 1 and wave 3 data and the criminal justice outcome measures were assessed over the entire life course. This might not be as salient of an issue when dealing with IQ and antisocial behaviors because both phenotypes have been shown to be relatively stable from childhood through adulthood and there is no empirical evidence indicating that being processed through the criminal justice system would affect IQ. Until these limitations are fully addressed, the true nature of the association between IQ and crime will remain somewhat obscured. If the results of the current study are any indication, however, the IQ–crime association will remain relatively large and consistent even when these and other limitations are addressed in future research.
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